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1. Introduction
The core of IRR-1 reactor consists of two types of MTR fuel elements: standard fuel
elements with 23 fuel plates and special fuel elements with 17 fuel plates (to allow for
insertion of Cd-In-Ag control blades).
Spent fuel elements are currently stored in small apart racks,, in the reactor pool.
It is planed to relocate all spent fuel elements in a new spent fuel storage pool (SFSP).
The elements will be surrounded by Cd boxes, which form a compact array that must be
kept subcritical (keff < 0.9) under all possible conditions.
The Monte Carlo code MCNP (1) and the transport/diffusion codes WIMS/
EXTERMINATOR (EXT2) were both employed in the analyses of the reactor core and
the SFSP. The core calculations, besides determining the keff, include the neutron flux
and the power distributions. The purpose of this paper is to describe these analyses and
discuss their results.

2. Spent fuel storage
The fuel elements in the SFSP are each placed inside a Cd box to reduce their reactivity.
The Cd box is effectively 10 cm square, providing significant water between the Cd and
the fuel element. The fuel element is 7.6 cm x 8.0 cm in the x-y plane. The Cd box covers
the axial portion of the fuel element allowing a two-dimensional analysis of the
configuration. The MCNP code incorporates its own cross sections whereas EXT2 has
cross section input performed by WIMS.
The first analysis was performed to determine the difference on keff due to the different
cross sections used in the codes. A large homogeneous core, 70 cm x 70 cm surrounded
by a 20 cm water reflector was analyzed by both methods incorporating the same number
densities in both calculations. The axial dimension in EXT2 employed an axial buckling
0.001802 cm-2 which represents the fuel height in the fuel element plus a reflector savings
= 7.0 cm at both ends. The MNCP calculation is 3D and thus incorporates the axial
dimension explicitly. The flux is zero at the outside boundary.

The results of the keff calculations are as follows:

Code
WIMS/EXT2

MCNP

keff
1.490

1.487 ±.00185; 1.482±.00191
Avg. 1.484
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The MCNP calculation was repeated because of the statistical nature of the results. The
comparison is excellent because the system is large and ideal for diffusion theory.
The second configuration analyzed was an infinite array of homogeneous fuel regions
each surrounded by water to form a 10 cm x 10 cm element without any strong absorber.
The fuel region occupied a square 9. 1 cm x 9.1 cm in the center of the element. The
purpose of this calculation was to compare MCNP with WIMS/EXT2 for a configuration
similar to the unit arrays in the storage pool without any strong absorbers. The results
are:

Code
WIMS/EXT2

MCNP

keff
1.613

1.617 ±0.00142

The calculations agree since there are no strong absorbers in the calculation, and the
regions within the configuration are not severe for diffusion calculations.

The next calculation placed the Cd box (Al clad) around each fuel element as in the
storage pool. The fuel regions remain the same although they are larger than an actual
fuel element. The calculations gave:

Code
WIMS/EXT2

MCNP

keff
1.072

1.032 ±0.00195

The effect of insufficient flux depression in the diffusion calculation is observed with Cd
in the configuration.
The next analysis reduced the fuel region to smaller 8.058 cm x 8.058 cm area to
approach the actual size of the real fuel element. The results for this calculation was:

Code
WIMS/EXT2

MCNP

keff
0.982

0.918 ± 0.00179

The difference between the two methods diverges more as expected and the keff is
reduced.

The last configuration considered was with a fresh 23 fuel plate MTR type fuel element
in the Cd box. The results were:

Code
WIMS/EXT2

MCNP

keff
0.842

0.774 ± 0.00180
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The above calculation homogenized the fuel regions. When a few fuel plates were
explicitly represented in the MCNP calculation, the keff =0.772 ±00192.
Additional calculation showed that as, the fuel plates were explicitly
represented in the calculation, the keff reduced slightly due to the slight
self-shielding effect of the fuel plate. The best value assigned was

keff = 0.77

The thickness of the Cd forming the box is 0.05 cm. Changing the Cd thickness causes a
change in the keff. MCNP calculations give the following results for such changes:

Cd Thickness
0.010 cm
0.020 cm
0.025 cm
0.035 cm
0.050 cm

keff
0.807 ±0.00195

0.779 ± 0.00195
0.774 ± 0.00180
0.768 ± 0.00206
0.761* 0.00177

Thus a Cd thickness of 0.025 cm is sufficient to maintain the SFSP highly
subcritical.

3. IRR-1 core
The same methods have been used to analyze the reactor core.
The Monte Carlo code gives precise results and is used as a benchmark calculation. The
input is time consuming, whereas, the WIMS/EXT2 calculation input is simpler and
provides the normalized powers directly, the results are less exact. The major problem is
obtaining correct cross sections representative of the total fuel element. Hence, a series of
calculations have been performed to minimize such errors by developing supercells based
on MCNP results.

The first calculation compared MCNP with WIMS/EXT2 for an infinite array of the two
types of fuel elements. Each of the fuel elements was placed in a 7.1 cm x 8.1 cm infinite
array, and each element divided into 4 regions for all calculations. The comparisons are
as follows:

Element
23 fuel plate
17 fuel plate

WIMS/EXT2
1.568
1.477

MCNP
1.587 ± 0.00230
1.488 ± 0.00244
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In order to run the full core calculation with EXT2, it was necessary to
perform two WIMS supercell calculations to obtain cross sections for the 23 and 17 plate
fuel assemblies, respectively. The extra region in each supercell was established to give
the same keff as the WIMS/EXT2 in the above table. The WIMS cross sections were
used to perform the same infinite array EXT2 calculations as above, except that the one
set of supercell cross sections covers the full fuel element area.

Calculations of the full core were made with both the MCNP and WIMS/EXT2 codes
with all fresh fuel providing a comparison between the two techniques in keff and power
distribution. The MCNP gave kefr = 1.200 * 0.00430 whereas the WIMS/EXT2 first
calculation gave 1.26. This latter calculation had a 4 x 4 mesh in the fuel elements. When
the mesh size was reduced by having a 5 x 5 mesh, the ken- = 1-23. It was neither
practical nor worthwhile to reduce the mesh size further, because the comparison is quite
good. The normalized power (NP) distribution has been calculated and the calculations
were repeated but with the current burnup of the fuel assemblies represented in the core.
The results of these calculations will be given in the final paper.
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